Electrical conduction in bone in frequency range 0.4-1.3 GHz.
Dielectric permittivity and conductivity of bone in different physiological conditions and collagen, a major component of bone are measured in the frequency range 400-1300 MHz using a Network analyzer. The dielectric dispersion observed in each cases are explained in terms of the relaxation of 'bound water' in this frequency range. The relaxation frequency as well as distribution parameter are computed in each case, under certain simplifying conditions, hydration as well as static dielectric permittivity of bound water attached with bone in different physiological conditions and collagen are also calculated. The effect of ultraviolet light irradiation on the dielectric properties of bone in this frequency range is also examined. The change in dielectric properties due to radiation is attributed to the breakage of hydrogen bonds in the ring structure. A consistent physical model in line with other data is presented.